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Abstract:  Sign and gesture recognition offers a natural way for human-computer interaction. Systems are built which run 

processes, launched by typical contactless gestures, assuming that each gesture captured is recognized, and the right process 

associated to the right class of gesture.The aim of this work is to present HC  a Hand Control human-computer interface ap-

plication using computer vision methods to detect hand gestures. Gesture recognition is a topic in computer science and 

language technology with the goal of interpreting human gestures via mathematical algorithms. Gestures can originate from 

any bodily motion or state but commonly originate from the face or hand. Current focuses in the field include emotion 

recognition from hand gesture recognition. Many approaches have been made using cameras and computer vision algorithms 

to interpret sign language. Therefore, this paper is focused on discussing the use of natural, dynamic non-contact hand 

gestures only, although recognition is the primary motivation for this research. 

 

Keywords: Human-Computer Interface, Computer Vision, Image Processing, Gesture Recognition, Signs Recognition, 
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Introduction 

 The aim of this work is to develop HC – a Hand Control human-computer interface application using computer 

vision methods to detect hand gestures. This work describes all the steps from image acquisition gesture record. A 

section is devoted to the study of detection of the user's hands based on skin color using various filtering algo-

rithms. For the detection of real time gestures, Sobel and Canny algorithm was used[16, 21] . The Sobel filter is 

popular for its simplicity and for the speed of execution when treating a complex picture in real time. The Canny 

filter was built around the Sobel algorithm to improve image. After the tracking of the hand, our system focuses on 

gesture detection as a substitute for the management of mouse events and keyboard to manage slides during a 

communication. Multimodal user interfaces exploiting gestural interaction, and their modeling are certainly inter-

esting and timely topics in HCI. Gesture recognition is a topic in computer science and language technology with 

the goal of interpreting human gestures via mathematical algorithms. Gestures can originate from any bodily 

motion or state but commonly originate from the face or hand. Current focuses in the field include emotion 

recognition from the face and hand gesture recognition. Many approaches have been made using cameras and 

computer vision algorithms to interpret sign language. 

Various techniques of interaction and communication devices are in use. The choice of interaction tech-

niques for an application is often dictated by the field of applications and a predefined context of interaction Com-

puter systems are more and more able to propose an interaction adapted to the context of ongoing interaction [1]. It 

is mandatory to rethink communication according to the user, system capabilities and the environment [2] these 

features defining the context of interaction as a whole. The Human-Communication Machine (HCM) represents its 

major technological, social and industrial issue; the problem is not only further to enhance performances, but to 

facilitate information exchange suited to the needs and capabilities of each human user. The human-machine inter-

face problems were firstly treated in a purely technical approach. This led to solutions only used by specialists. 

Then the personal computers appeared and ten years later their graphic interfaces and a wide spread use of the 

mouse. Today, one can use other modes of communication that the keyboard/monitor/ mouse such as gestures. The 

user communicates directly with the computer; it means adaptation to the communication needs and modes of users 

of reasoning [3, 22].  

Computer vision is a branch of artificial Intelligence and image processing with computer processing images 

from the real world. Computer vision typically requires a combination of low level image processing to enhance the 
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image quality (e.g. remove noise, increase contrast) and higher level pattern recognition and image to understand-

ing the picture [23,26]. 

This work is based on development of human-machine interface using multimodal interaction combining 

computer vision to detect real-time hand gestures with event management with mouse/keyboard. Consequently this 

paper addresses the scientific problem of modeling, analyzing, interpreting and recognized gestures. In this case, 

the gesture must be recognizable, learnable and non-ambiguous. The ambiguity of gestures for gesture-based com-

mands has being avoided to enhance the performance of the system. Also the ambiguity of gesture commands is 

very prone to errors, confusing both computers and users. To make successful working system, there are some re-

quirements as robustness, computational efficiency, user’s tolerance and scalability.  

In the first application (communicating in video conferencing), HC accepts gestures for the six mouse or 

keyboard events like left key, right key, left click, right click, double click, moving and pointing mouse. In the se-

cond application (recognizing sign language), by introducing a coarse cape, HC recognizes sign language (the al-

phabet). The shape of the signature is detected, its pattern established, then the sign whose signature is the nearest 

of this pattern.  

 

Figure-1- Classification of gesture based human computer interactions [32] 

 

The Figure 1 shows the organization of the research on gestures based on the four categories used in the tax-

onomy. Note that this taxonomy may be rearranged based on the perspective of the research or researcher. For ex-

ample, with the perspective of doing interaction research within a particular domain, our input and output and ges-

ture choices for the interaction are restricted by what is appropriate or available within that domain. The diagram 

represents the classification of the gesture based human computer interaction literature reviewed for the taxonomy.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the second section reviews the state of the art, the third con-

cerns analysis and modeling i.e. the background, the fourth exposes visual detection of gestures and experiments, 

the fifth describes pattern modeling and database creation and signs language recognition, their problems and ex-

periments, finally the conclusion summarizes the main points of this work and indicates some future ways.



                                                                               

 

2. The State of the Art 

 Gesture recognition systems implemented statistical approaches for generation and training.  This system is 

very simple & subject is not required to wear any glove, the number of gestures is limited or restricted.  

 Thad Starner et al. proposed a real time American Sign Language (ASL) recognition system using wearable 

computer based video which uses Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for recognizing continuous American Sign lan-

guage System. Signs are modeled with four states of HMMs wish have good recognition accuracies [30].    

A. Ibarguren et al. [7] presented the Fingerspelling Alphabet used in this experiment is formed of 30 signs 

describing the different letters of the Spanish alphabet (English alphabet plus ch, ll, ~ n and rr). Those signs are 

performed combining both hand gestures and hand movements. Based on the sensors chosen for this research, the 

first group of signs (hand gestures) will be tracked by means of data gloves while for the second group (hand 

movements) the previously presented accelerometer will be used [7]. In this case, the number of signs is limited 

fault wearing the gloves.   

Beuvens F., et al. [31] exposed the alphabet, some geometrical shapes, figures from 0 to 9 and 16 action 

commands for creating gestures databases. A total of 30 people participated to the database development. But this 

database does not take care the capital letters. Te use of pen and tablet is very large but the acquisition of data is not 

fast.       

In this paper, we describe two extensible systems which use one color camera to track unadorned hand in 

real time and interpret sings language using FSM (the number of states is ten) using regular expressions [33]. 

The tracking stage of the system is attempting a fine description of hand shape and concentrating on the evolu-

tion of the gesture through time. 

3. Background 

Gesture is a natural form of communication. There are several interaction problems to locate precisely point-

er or cursor, hard for some to control (Parkinson’s disease, allergic to use mouse or keyboard, novices manipulate 

hardly the mice). Multimodality assumes that the user wishes to interact variously with the computers system to 

perform tasks. The means of action and perception, called “modalities of interaction”, are the mediator’s hardware 

and software allowing the user to act on the computer system regarding its state. The modalities of interaction are 

the basis for interfacing the computer system. For the system, interactions are input (action initiated by the user 

interacting with the system) or output (informing about the state of the system). As a rule, multimodality assumes 

multiple forms of interaction in a single computer system.  

1. Motivation for hand gestures. Hand gestures are appreciated by end users for several reasons: 

they are straightforward to operate and offer the simple hand motion. Most people found gestures 

quick to use and reproduce the command language depending on properties. But the interpersonal 

variability in appearance and velocity of their hands, increasing with the number of signers, needed 

to be modelled. 

2. Input device without physical contact. With a novel input device enable to receive and process 

the images of the scene viewed by a webcam, there is no need for a physical contact. The user of 

this input device can use any part of his body to issue a computer command. The system described   

a cursor-positioning input device. In addition to cursor-positioning commands it also provides a 

simulated keyboard to allow users to input some signals with using the physical keyboard/ mouse to 

provide, improve and increase  the quality and the robustness of interaction 

3. Contactless gesture recognition system allows users to make gesture inputs without touching, 

holding, or wearing any device, providing natural contactless human computer Interface that is 

similar to human-human Communication. 

4. Voice or sound is a problem in workshop or crowdy or noisy environment; also, there is a 

variability of voices through persons, time and linguistic basis. The problem is to separate the signal 

from the noise – the background in which signal is emitted. Most of the methods developed so far 



                                                                                                            

 

 

use simple backgrounds, directive hardware, data restricted sets of actions, restricted number of 

signers, resulting different problems in sign language feature extraction.  

3.1. Overview of the System 

 

 
Figure-2: The system of Hand control. 

 

The system consists of input 640*480 video image captured by a web camera.  

Output: wraps hand in elliptic area, computes its centroid or gravity center and displays the pattern found 

rendering the action.  

Gesture recognition system: the system treated approximately twenty-three images per second (more than 

displayed by a TV set). A gesture recognizing system executed in a PC equipped with web camera or USB web 

camera is one of the objectives of this approach. The system works under different levels of scene illumination.  

3.2. Proposal Architecture 

Figure 3 shows the software architecture of Hand Control. In view of the simplicity of our first system which 

contains only one task (recognizes and treats the hand gestures of the user), the output interface mainly operates 

translations of gestures processed, used in a Flash presentation or Power Point or any similar application 

 

 

Application 

 

← 

 

HC 

Webcam 

= 

 

← 

User 



Figure-3: The software architecture used for our system of interaction (HC) in communicating video conferencing. 

The main objective is to take signs and signature input, to control the application. The HC system consists of 

various modules. Each module uses some methods and algorithms to treat special tasks. The different entities or 

tasks are complementary.  

- Capture image via webcam module 

- Image preprocessing module 

- Image segmentation module 

- Hand tracking module 

- Classification module 

- Display module    



                                                                               

 

3.3. Modelling Hand Control HC 

The development of a meta-model of multimodal interaction is an interesting challenge because it implies to 

highlight clearly and simply the basic concepts involved in such interaction.  

In two steps, this section position the essential concepts identified above, by modeling the class diagram with 

UML. The user is to act on one or more digital or actual objects, represented here by the class "domain object”. To 

act on one or more domain objects, the user performs one or more tasks. A task is a goal under specified conditions. 

User-association task reveals a particular context including the environmental situation [4, 5]. The various possi-

bilities of optionality and multiplicity between physical devices and interaction languages are identified. We point 

that many languages of interaction may correspond to a device – widening the opportunities for interaction in mul-

timodal combination of potential modality of present interaction. This set of possibilities is represented by the 

UML composite pattern. Thus, the composite class represents all the possibilities: the composite class is, through 

the inheritance relationship, a single modality (couple device/interaction language) or a combination of several in-

stances of classes or modality combination. The figure 4 shows the complete meta-model using a multimodal inter-

active system by adding, (1) a link between user class and device class, and (2) a link between Composite class 

(type of interaction or combination of modalities of interaction) and the Task Class.  

For the correct understanding of this pattern, let us note that a term or combination of modalities (Composite class) 

must be always available to the user to control the application tasks. To perform a task, the user must use one or 

more authorized modes of interaction. This UML class diagram of multimodal interaction links nine classes, the 

basic concepts identified in our work. To be used in a phase of design and development, this diagram should be 

supplemented by the detailed description of each class concerning the possibilities of interaction. 

3.4. Development of the Multimodal System 

This section presents a first interactive automated system using Hand Control. This operational system demon-

strates the feasibility of our approach by an example of modality of interaction to accomplish a task. 

Firstly, the multimodal system is restricted to a single task interaction. The task of achieving interaction is 

viewed and recognized the gestures of the user as using the control keys in combination with state buttons (pressed, 

released). For example, the combination may be as follows: (left_press, right_press, Left_released, Right_released). 

To perform this task, two concurrent forms of interaction are proposed to users:  

 The hand gestures, some key gestures meaning a password or a command. Gestures are captured by Computer 

Vision (web camera): to view the dynamic object that is in our case the user’s hand, and treats it (input). 

  The useful of Hand Control system varied with needs of the user; in this demo we have used Hand Control to 

animate a presentation (Flash CS4 or Microsoft Office Power Point). 

As specified, our hand control implements a method to communicate with the computer using computer vi-

sion, and recognition of the hand to identify commands to the system. We use the conceptual model to specify the 

mode of interaction.   

The first modality of interaction is the use of the hand (hand gesture). As shown in the following figure, this 

mode of interaction results from device "hand" and the language of interaction "Sign Language of the Hand ‘A ges-

ture’", and the characteristics defined for each level. 

3.5. Gestures in the Computer Vision 

Distinctions must be made between the gesture and posture. There is the trend to capture the dynamic part in 

a gesture to be considered as static posture [08, 09, 10].  A posture is a body hand position or parts of body hand. A 

gesture is a motion of limbs or body made to express or help express thought or to emphasize it, by instance an 

emphasis to show or check [25]. A gesture is defined as a dynamic movement such as waving good bye or de-

scribes the shape of a circle. Dynamic movements are simple and complex. The movement is represented by a sin-

gle fixed position without changing the position and orientation of the hand or by moving the fingers. A dynamic 

complex includes changes in posture, position and orientation of the hand. The gestures can be considered as free-



                                                                                                            

 

 

hand (excursions) from a position of rest to an arresting state.The second form of interaction is computer vision. 

The following figure shows the device "Web camera" and the interaction language "Visual Language", and the 

characteristics defined for each level. 

 
Figure-4: UML object diagram of the computer vision method 

4. Visual Detection of Gestures 

The problem here is visual detection of gestures made by hands and describes the acquisition scenario used in 

experiments. The user communicates with a video camera, and camera monitor posture and movement, for there 

cognition of posture and detection of the hand movement. The user communicates through a video camera in the 

workspace. The results of control actions are shown on a screen in front of the user. In the work area, the user is in 

a comfortable position in front of video camera and saw the production of their orders, and there actions detection 

of their hand on the monitor screen. 

4.1.  Steps for Hand Detection 

  Segmentation: The HSV model describes colors similarly to how the human eye tends to perceive color. 

RGB defines color in terms of a combination of primary colors, where as  HSV describes color using more familiar 

comparisons such as color, vibrancy and brightness. 

In general, the color is presented in RGB space based on tricolor theory [13, 14, 15]. According to some 

transformations from RGB space to HSV space is the main step.  The skin regions are brighter than other parts of 

the image, these regions can be segmented by thresholding the rest.  This process produces a binary image where 

"1" represents the pixels above a certain threshold, and "0" represents the pixels under this threshold. An algorithm 

transforms the image from mode RGB to HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value), and in HSV color space we use a segmen-

tation to the pixels in the hue and saturation  

"P" is a skin pixel   hue (P)   [Hlow; Hhigh]   Sat (P)   [Slow; Shigh]. 

Where p is the current pixel and [Hlow; Hhigh] and [Slow; Shigh] are the lower and upper edges of the thresholds 

for hue and saturation. 

The method does not provide very accurate segmentation of the hand of posture (resulting image). 

 

Figure -5: Left Picture mode HSV, right Picture segmentation. 

Before using segmentation in HSV image we smooth the image using the Gaussian method. 



                                                                               

 

 
Figure-6: Left Picture mode HSV [Smoothing by Gaussian method], (right) result after segmentation 

This action is manipulated by a sample of forty students to evaluate different results. 

The percentage calculated depends on the natures of the hands of users (surface, skin, color), and percentage 

of smoothing by Gaussian method using 95% of detection of hands of students were satisfied here is explanatory 

table: 

Events 

measurement 
Hand Right posture 

Hand Left 

Posture 

Double Hand 

Posture 
varieties of Skin  

Color 

Average  accuracy rate for 40 students 97% 97% 95% 94% 

The Hand picture segmentation separates hand image form backgrounds or face image. This step detects 

the hand image and eliminates other things.  

4.2.  Canny Filter and Sobel Filter 

In a gray scale image, a contour is characterized by an abrupt change in value. The aim of the operation is to 

transform this image into another in which the contours appear conventionally in green on black. Canny filter [21, 

16] sought to define criteria to obtain an optimal filter for edge detection. These criteria are: Good detection, detect-

ing a maximum contour, finding to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Good location, the points must be detected 

as close as possible the true contour and single answer: minimize the number of contours detected several times.  

The canny edge detection algorithm runs in separate steps, smoothing: blurring of the image to remove the 

noise, finding gradients the edge should be marked where the gradients of the image has large magnitudes. Non-

maximum suppression is only local maxima should to determine as edges, double thresholding, potential edges are 

determined by thresholding,  and edge tracking and final edges are determined by suppressing all edges that are not 

connected to very certain edge. The algorithm of Sobel or Sobe filter operator is used in image processing for edge 

detection. This is one of the simplest operators which give correct results every time: it is a filter type triangular. 

For the simple, the operator computes the gradient of the intensity of each pixel. This indicates the direction of the 

largest change from light to dark, and the rate of change in this direction. We know then the points of sudden 

change in brightness, probably corresponding to the edges and the orientation of these edges. In mathematical 

terms, the gradient of a function of two variables (here the intensity as a function of image coordinates) is a vector 

of dimension two whose coordinates are derived using the horizontal and vertical directions. At each point, the gra-

dient point s in the direction of the strongest change in intensity, and its length represents the rate of change in this 

direction. The gradient in a zone of constant intensity is zero. At a contour, the gradient crosses the contour, from 

darkest to the lightest intensities. The Sobel filter is popular for its simplicity and speed of execution. These quali-

ties raise problems when handling a complex image. The Canny filter was built around the Sobel algorithm to im-

prove its results. As the triangular filters used by Sobel is effective against a very noisy image, a Gaussian filter is 

used. The noise suppression operates with smoothing filters.  

  Calculation of the area and ratio of the segment, an area consists of counting the number of pixels belonging 

to this region.  

 Closed contour, we set two thresholds, a high threshold (Sh) and a low threshold (Sb). First are selected the 

items that exceed the upper threshold and then are kept only the connected dots above (Sb). In other words from 

each point above (Sh) has a path consisting of points above (Sb), this path is the desired contour. Then Sklansky's 

algorithm is used to find the convex hull of a simple polygon and compute the minimal value of polygon perimeter 

for hand treated. 

Edge Detection Function 

Canny(image,image_result,Sobel)//Apply the algorithm canny and Sobel to the image. 

find_edge(image_result,edge) //find if(contour exits) 

point(Sh)=0//initialization of the high threshold 

point(Sb)=0// initialization of the low threshold 



                                                                                                            

 

 

while(edge)//while contour exist then compute the area of zone 

{  point1=compute_area(edge) 

 if(point(Sh)>point(Sb)) 

 point(Sb)=point(Sh) ; edge2=edge ; edge=edge->next 

} 

Convex(edge2)// use the Sklansky's algorithm[28] 

Return edge2//Final curve 

     

     

     

     

     

     

Figure-7: Table of results of experiments (HSV, segmentation, contour) 

 

Figure-7 shows three different cases of pictures treated in the project for multiple hand gestures despite the lowest 

cost of the system, it’s the main advantage. In the step, we are distinguishing different hand gestures.  . 

First hypothesis: An elliptical zone could be a good approximation to detect a hand gesture 

(change/move the axes.) 

 Draw an ellipse around the segment, from its center of gravity, an ellipse is drawn around convex hull. Com-

putation of the center segment gravities is to explore an area we need to determine its center. One effective way is 

to calculate the center of gravity of the ellipse. 
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Where B is the matrix [n, m] which represents the region of the ellipse and A is the area of this region. 



                                                                               

 

 
Figure-8: showing contours of the hand, ellipse and gravity center of hand gesture using convex hull algorithm to find the tips 

and contours of fingers   

4.3. Orders Gestures Involved in Hand Control 

This “detection of the hand in real-time” is followed by a “detection of gestures”.  Here, gesture recognition 

is related to seven events like initial commands language, events first defined through handling mouse and key-

board. The figure-9 shows some events already used. 

 
Figure-9: Hand Control actions 

The number of commands is limited to the needs of the first application, namely driving slide defilement of 

file .PTT of FLASH File (opening the file, slide defilement in backward or forward, quitting the file), the following 

table shows the correspondence between all events. We tested all mouse tasks such that left click, right click, dou-

ble-click, dragging, and scrolling on windows.

Meaning 

 

Initial Command Language 

with mouse and keyboard 

Alternative Hand Gestures 

 

Selection file Pointing Cursor (m) Closed Hand + move to the file 

Opening file Double click (m) Close Hand + Open Hand + Close Hand 

Slide defilement forward Right key (k) Right open hand move 

Slide defilement backward Left key (k) Left open hand move 

Quitting file Esc (k) Closed Hand + move to Close file + Open Hand + Close 
Table1: Correspondence between command language and Hand Gestures 

 

The proposed command language was manipulated by a sample of forty students to evaluate different events 

(step evaluation). The percentage calculated depends on the natures of the hands of users (surface, skin, col-

or, ..), 95% of students were satisfied to test our application. Here is explanatory table:  

                                                    Events 

   

Measurement 

Left click Right click Double click Moving mouse Pointing Left key Right key 

Average accuracy rate for 40 students 95% 97% 98% 95% 95% 98% 98% 

 

Table 2: The average accuracy rate of learning Hand gestures Language 

The average accuracy rate is accepted, more of events are recognized for the rate computed is great than to 

95%, in this case the gesture commands are not ambiguous. 



                                                                                                            

 

 

5. Pattern Modeling, Database Creation and Signs Language Recognition 

Presented in the previous part, the application Hand Control is specifically dedicated to the use of user’s 

hand gestures as part of multimodality. Application offers a simple and fast mean to create gestures from the com-

bination between the modality of interaction and interaction language. A simple gesture have been proposed and 

elementary actions were made.  

In this section we expose the solution implemented to build the interaction language Hand Control by carry-

ing out several actions in our interactive multimodal. Unlike general gestures, sign languages are highly structured 

so that they provide a test bed for understanding more general principles. However, there are no clear boundaries 

between individual signs, recognition of sign languages are still difficult. 

Hypothesis of Elliptical Zone : An analogy hand/ racket suggest modeling the hand by an ellipse. It should 

from there be able to judge postures and gestures, with the idea of grazing: 

1-An alphabet of basic postures and movements,  

2- A sequence (trajectory) or word as a signature gesture,  

3- The alphabet used in this work. 

By assumption O: Open Hand, front: large ellipse wide, F: Main closed or ellipse picked. 

Hypothesis 2: The principle of this method is that the Media building was regarded as signatures of gestures.  

In the displacement of the Hand, we added a coarse cape below. Each value represents one direction. A sequence of 

directions derives from the alphabet (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9).    

NW  North  NE 

 7 8 9  

West 4  6 East 

 1 2 3  

SW  South  SE 

     

 

The motion trajectory is stepwise coded by a suite of these digits. Each gesture is coded by a regular expression   

“Od*F”, with O = opened Hand, d* suite of digits (motion ), F=closed Hand.  

By instance 

 9(Cape9) denotes that the object go towards the NE, or “up and left”. 

 O6*F is an horizontal gesture to the right (), O4*F is the same to the left, O8*F goes up vertically and O2*F 

goes down. 

O999666666333F is a prototype solution (letter "n”) among those in our data base including codes and de-

scriptions of the gestures created for the presentation Sign Language Hand Control. This is available with the pos-

sibility to add new actions that will be coded according to our previous assumption. The designation of this pro-

posed action is defined for the user, and after integration this gesture may be used in our application. 

 

 
Figure -10:  Trajectory representation of ‘n’ in HC v0. 

 



                                                                               

 

It was proposed by [hypothesis2] code and trajectories letters of the alphabet: 

 

Gesture → Pattern → Signature → Command 

 Coding  classification  Task  

 

 

 This alphabet has chosen and verified by signs expert. Many modifications was operated and testing 

by students group. The choice of letters or trajectories facilitates the use and remembering the shapes or 

the forms of this signs. It is very important to demand the helping of knowledge engineer or cognition 

expert  of signs.       

 

 
 

Figure-11: The alphabet realized in our standard signatures database 

 

At this point, we associated a sign to a real gesture or signatures configurations beam or trajectories of 

equivalent gestures to build the native database in XML (Appendice 2).  

5.1. Pattern Classification 

 Gesture matching consists of comparing the incoming gesture with models to determine whether this gesture 

match any model gesture in the system vocabulary.  

The variability of gestures asks for setting equivalence classes between gesture patterns. A pattern classifica-

tion automatically assigns to each accepted pattern a standard signature, code or meaning, to transmit to the inter-

faced task. We use a finite state machine (FSM) which diagnoses the signature, the meaning of which is given by 

a data bank. In the FSM approach, a gesture is modeled as an ordered sequence of states in configuration space. 

The number of states varies between applications. The gesture is represented as a prototype trajectory from an un-

segmented, continuous stream of sensor data constituting a suite of trajectories.  

5.2. Pattern Integration  

 The trajectories are represented as a set of points (sampled positions of the hand) in a space, for example in 

this case, we supposed a style database, which enumerates the profiles of accepted gestures (movements, motion). 

The necessity of a low rate of rejection (discharge) risks to multiplying the number rather quickly, for minor differ-

ences. That is why, we suggested an automaton to number finished by states, which should allow assigning to every 

signature a beam of configurations. Furthermore, we have to integrate (join) tolerances, is on the drawing in general 

(E can be close to a Sigma capital letter) or because of local tolerances (in red in the joined (contacted) sheet 

(leaf)). However, these local tolerances are sometimes interdependent (as brackets) and do not have to prevent the 

discrimination (D  O, B  R, I  J, U  V.). But a certain discriminating sequences (between D and O for exam-

ple) will remain thus indispensable. According to your experiments, the new cases (approached or doubled cyclic) 

should multiply, and to justify the automaton which we could perceive(collect) as the compilation "to death" of the 



                                                                                                            

 

 

corresponding database, the database representing the experimental collection, easy to update, and the automaton, 

an equivalent executive of maximal efficiency exploited/run without back return (Appendice 1). 

The major problem, many signs have many directions/orientations product some trajectories or signatures in 

table below. They have some FSM for example the sign B has two presentations, the signer or user has two possi-

bilities to write the sign, the image of B indicates two signatures.  

5.3. Pattern Recognition 

Firstly we have a beam of "equivalent" trajectories for every signature, a new trajectory to classify. 

The first solution is simple when we have a database of trajectories. We have compared the trajectory to each until 

find the maid (style " comparison of character strings "). For 25 signatures admitting 12 trajectories on average, 

there are 300 possible trajectories. The Tolerance is worthless. The speed is less and less slow as we add 

trajectories and signs: for 36 signatures in 15 trajectories, we pass in 540 trajectories. 

The solution is a little faster. In the same style, but the database is organized in pages, each being indicated 

(appointed) by the first 3 codes training (forming) a key. The Tolerance is worthless. The speed of the second 

solution is faster than the previous because the solution can be only in a page. For example: the page 999 contains: 

63334777F  A , 666333F  N, 666333999666333F  M.   

Solution 3 - n°2 toughened: the automaton in finished state, as acceptor of regular expressions are equivalent to 

finite states machine, proceeds to the identification by navigation (browsing) in a graph of state, which factorize at 

the left (prefactorize] the common initial segments, and factorise at the right (postfactorize) the common terminal 

segments by attributing (awarding) them common states. 

We see A+N+M as   

O9996(3334777FA + 66333(FN+999666333FM ))   

 

recognised  Transition  

 state 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 F 

 O        1  

9 1        2  

99 2        3  

999 3     4     

9996 4   5  12     

99963 5   6       

999633 6   7       

9996333 7    8      

99963334 8      9    

999633347 9      10    

9996333477 10      11    

99963334777 11         letter A 

99966 12     13     

999666 13   14       

9996663 14   15       

99966633 15   16       

999666333 16        17 letter N 

9996663339 17        18  

Table-3 -transitions table   

 

In the table-3, the States 4 and 16, there are many bifurcations. The empty compartments (cases) can receive other 

states for other recognitions. The final and quasi-final states can be reused. Speed is the fastest, because without 

back return: the speed depends only on the length of the trajectory. Training (Formation): either by learning or by 

calculation on the "regular expressions" which establish (constitute) trajectories. The tolerance accept easily 

extensions of sequence because 00* = 0+00+000+0000+00000 and variations as 69+96. 

 6. Conclusion 



                                                                               

 

The paper was devoted to the modeling of multimodal interfaces and to algorithms supporting computer vi-

sion-based gesture recognition. 

Vision–based approaches are gaining more interest with the advantages of being intuitive, device independ-

ent and contactless.  The system HC as an interface combines several interaction modalities keyboard, mouse and 

gesture. The importance of gesture recognition lies in building efficient human-machine interaction. Its applications 

range from sign language recognition through teaching to virtual reality (First application) or communicating video 

conferencing.  About real-time hand gestures detection, this work describes  

(1) capturing the image through integrated webcam (simple 400×600 Pixels resolution)  

(2) the Canny and Sobel algorithms for filtering and treating the image  

(3) managing the mouse and keyboard events by gestures detection.  

(4) proposal gestures alphabet enriched by learning using recognizing sign language validate by finite states 

machine.  

HC consists of two modules (Seeheim Model): an invariant front-end which code the gestures and postures, 

and an adapter (in fact, a classifier playing the role of a tolerant interpreter or recogniser) combining the signatures 

of these gestures and postures as a command language of the application. 

For this application, the command language is such as a keyboard one, by multiplexing of gestures, keyboard 

codes and mouse click in view to achieve a combined mode of communication, intrinsically multimodal. The appli-

cation of communicating in video conferencing was extended by the second application without redefining the 

study of HC but it is the continuation of this work (genericity -specificity).   

This adapter is unchanged as applications that accept command language (or input). An application such as  

fingerspelling asking a different language require a different adapter. Indeed, the more the system will be conven-

ient and the more the users will be tried by the fast chains (sequences of movements), which will make the body 

movements of a new letter depend of the end of the body movements of the previous one. 

Automatic classifications, we are inspired by spell-checkers, and by a notion of distance between character 

strings (here, the codes of trajectory). We calculate the distance (of Levenshtein or Damerau-Levenshtein) between 

the sequence to be classified and prototype associated with every signature. If there is an indisputable closeness, it 

is ended. If the ambiguity is between 2 or 3 signatures, we can use for each the secondary representations, always 

by cutting according to the biggest closeness. Tolerance is by nature (possible ambiguities). 

Appendice A 

Signatures| shapes  Signatures codes 
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O 444411136412222F 
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O 77441111222233366999F 

 

O 222222226666666888887774444F 
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O44444433331111666666F   

 

 

 

O 4411166644433322 F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 O22222228888666662222288888F 

and  

O***************68888222222F 

 

 
Table-4- Representation of different signs for integration 
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Appendice 2 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<AlimHandControl version="4.0" dtCreation="20120715103000" idOrigine="Alpha_HC"> 

<!-- Alphabet --> 

<Lettre idLettre="[Lettre]" dtMiseService="[Date de mise en service du Lettre]" dossier="[Nom de dossier]">  
<InfosLettre typeLettre="Majuscule" libelle="[Lettre]"> <Infohc type="serie" libelle="[Lettre]" Actiondeb="[O/F]" code="[Numéro de l'action]" Action-

fin="[O/F]"></Infohc> 

</InfosLettre> 
<InfosLettre typeLettre="Miniscule" libelle="[Lettre]"> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="[Lettre] code="[Numéro de l'action]"></Infohc></InfosLettre> 

</Lettre> 

</AlimHandControl> 

Example 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> 
<AlimHandControl version="4.0" dtCreation="20120715103000" idOrigine="Alpha_HC"> 

<!-- Alphabet --> 

<Lettre idLettre="1" dtMiseService="20110626130500" dossier="Alphabet">  
<InfosLettre typeLettre="Majuscule" libelle="A"> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="A" Actiondeb="O" code="99996333347777" actionfin="F" > </Infohc> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="A" Actiondeb="O" code="9999996333347777" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 
<Infohc type="serie" libelle="A" Actiondeb="O" code="9999966333347777" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="A" Actiondeb="O" code="9999999666333334777" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="A" Actiondeb="O" code="9999666666333333477777" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 
<Infohc type="serie" libelle="A" Actiondeb="O" code="999666633334777" actionfin="F"></Infohc> 

</InfosLettre> 

</Lettre> 
<Lettre idLettre="2" dtMiseService="20110626140700" dossier="Alphabet">  

<InfosLettre typeLettre="Majuscule" libelle="B"> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="B" Actiondeb="O" code="1123336987433" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 
<Infohc type="serie" libelle="B" Actiondeb="O" code="1123336987433333" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="B" Actiondeb="O" code="112333698777433" actionfin="F"></Infohc> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="B" Actiondeb="O" code="11112333698777433" actionfin="F"></Infohc> 
<Infohc type="serie" libelle="B" Actiondeb ="O" code="11122333698777433" actionfin="F"></Infohc> 

<Infohc type="serie" libelle="B" Actiondeb="O" code="1111222333336698777433" actionfin="F"> </Infohc> 

</InfosLettre> 
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